
S.T.E.M. NIGHT
SEQUIM HIGH SCHOOL S.T.E.M. CLUB

A night of science, innovation, and tacos

for students in grades 6-12

JANUARY, 16 5:30 PM TO 7:30 PM

SEQUIM MIDDLE SCHOOL CAFETERIA
Featured Speaker & Food (Taco Bar by Little Devil`s

Lunchbox) (5:30)
Duane Jensen , Aeronautical Engineer
Hands-on Stations (6:00,6:30,7:00)

-Biomimicry in Technology
-Music Production

- Green Screen Production
- Precision Agriculture with FarmBots

-Drones
-Pocket Lab - Rubber Band Race Cars

-BrainPad Mini Computers
-Oculus Go - Virtual Reality Headsets

-3D Printers
-Robotics

-Dry Ice & STEM at College
-Knowledge Bowl



S.T.E.M. NIGHT
JANUARY 16TH, 2020  5:30PM - 7:30PM

Schedule
5:30 - 6:00 Featured Speaker and Food for Students (Taco bar from Jose`s)

6:00 - 6:30 Session 1
6:30 - 7:00 Session 2
7:00 - 7:30 Session 3

 
Sessions are based on student preference. Students may sign-up for one station per
session and set their own schedule at the door. There are limits on the number of
students per station and spots are first come first serve. Please read through the
descriptions of the stations and select your preferences to be ready to sign up upon
arriving.
 
 
 

Featured Speaker: Duane Jensen
Mr . Jensen graduated from the University of Minnesota with a Bachelor of Science Degree in
Aeronautical Engineering in 1969–the same year that Neil Armstrong walked on the Moon .
Mr . Jensen was involved in the DC-10 commercial airliner ; F-15 , F-16 , and F-22 tactical
fighters ; unmanned combat air vehicles , submarine-launched intercontinental ballistic
missiles ; munitions and tactical missiles ; military spacecraft ; and hyper-sonic reentry
vehicles . Mr . Jensen is the owner of two aerospace technology-development companies . He
will be sharing how research & development technologies were and are being incorporated
into aeronautical technology .
 

Station Descriptions
Biomimicry in Technology - Throughout history , humans have sought inspiration from
designs found in the natural world , to overcome technological challenges . We will explore
different forms of birds , and how copying them can be used as solution to creating a more
sustainable world .
 
Music Production - Learn how technology is changing music production and use a
computer to create and edit your own songs . 
 
Green Screen Video Production - Green Screens are one of the most valuable tools in
video production . Exercise your imagination and create fun short videos . 
 
Precision Agriculture with FarmBots - FarmBots , fully automated gardening machines ,

allow for efficient , precision agriculture . Explore how these tools are used and plan a
garden using the game-like interface . 
 
Drones - Drone technology has opened new possibilities in fields ranging from agriculture
to photography . Learn to fly drones and navigate an obstacle course . 
 
Pocket Lab-Rubber Band Race Cars - Explore basic engineering with this fun Pocket lab .

Design and build your own car that runs by the power of rubber band and discover how far
a vehicle can go running on the power of the rubber band !
 
BrainPads - Design your own game with BrainPads , an exciting mini computer designed to
help you learn basic coding . 
 
Oculus Go Virtual Reality Headsets -Explore a simulated world with virtual reality using
an Oculus Go headset .
 
3D Printers - 3D Printers have opened a world of possibilities in manufacturing . Learn
about this new exciting technology and print an object you can take home !
 
Robotics - Explore the fun of robotics with the Sequim High School robotic team and their
past competition robots . 
 
Knowledge Bowl - How much do you know about science , technology , engineering and
math? Test your knowledge in fun , interactive team trivia . 
 
Dry Ice & STEM at College - Learn about what STEM is like in college (classes , labs ,

research , scholarships , etc .) from Peninsula College students while exploring the Ideal Gas
Law using dry ice and balloons . 
 


